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LOCAL BROADCASTER AND PRODUCER JOE MAHON LAUNCHES NEW EU
PROJECT TO SUPPORT AND PROTECT VULNERABLE MARINE LIFE

A unique marine research project, the first of its kind in Europe, studying the seas
around Ireland, Western Scotland and Northern Ireland was launched this week in
Derry-Londonderry. The SeaMonitor project is led by the Loughs Agency and
supported by another eight leading marine research institutions using innovative
marine species tracking technology to better understand and protect vulnerable
marine life in our oceans.
Funding for the SeaMonitor project has been provided by the EU’s INTERREG VA
Programme (Environment Theme), which is managed by the Special EU Programmes Body
(SEUPB), to the tune of €4.6m. Match-funding for this project has been provided by the
Department for Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs in Northern Ireland and the
Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government in Ireland. This substantial
investment will extend the existing network of ‘smart’ buoys and oceanographic models –
delivered by sister projects COMPASS and MarPAMM – so that a line of acoustic receivers
runs between the island of Ireland and Scotland.
The SeaMonitor project will deliver Europe’s largest telemetric marine array and spatial
models supporting the conservation of basking shark, cetaceans, salmon, seals and skate.
It will also provide three Management Plans; one for skate in the area from Loch Sunart to
the Sound of Jura and two for salmon in both the River Foyle and Clyde estuaries.
Loughs Agency Designated Officer, Sharon McMahon, explained: “For over twenty-one
years, the Loughs Agency has been at the forefront of protection and conservation of
our local waters and aquaculture. So we are really excited to be leading the way
alongside expert colleagues from statutory and academic institutions and a range of
stakeholders that will ultimately produce dynamic management plans for some of our
most important and vulnerable species.

Welcoming the project Gina McIntyre, CEO of the Special EU Programmes Body, said: “The
maritime territory across Europe is at risk from multiple challenges and must be
protected for future generations of citizens. This tri-regional project will help to
safeguard our precious shared marine environment by providing much-needed
management and conservation work that will protect priority species and habitats,
across Ireland, Northern Ireland and Western Scotland.”

John Speers, Marine and Fisheries Director at the Department of Agriculture, Environment
and Rural Affairs in Northern Ireland, said: “I am pleased to support the SeaMonitor
project, which will use the best available technology to track some of our most
important marine species. These animals spend the most of their lives hidden from
view and are only occasionally seen at the surface, making monitoring them very
challenging. The SeaMonitor project will help us better understand their life cycles
and improve protection of these important marine species.”

The SeaMonitor Partnership
1. Loughs Agency (Lead Partner)
An agency of the Foyle, Carlingford and Irish Lights Commission (FCILC), established as
one of the cross-border bodies under the 1998 Good Friday Agreement between the UK and
Ireland. The Agency aims to provide sustainable social, economic and environmental
benefits through the effective conservation, management, promotion and development of the
fisheries and marine resources of the Foyle and Carlingford Areas. In its role as lead partner
the Agency will co-ordinate the delivery of the five species models and the three
management plans. The Agency will also lead in the salmon fieldwork and research for the
River and Lough Foyle area. www.loughs-agency.org
2. Marine Institute
The Marine Institute is the Irish national agency for marine research, technology,
development and innovation, promoting sustainable development of marine resources. The
Institute’s main role in SeaMonitor is to provide technical support for the deployment and
maintenance of acoustic receivers and other monitoring equipment, data acquisition and
data analyses. The Marine Institute will contribute towards the objective of strengthening
current information and filling in crucial information gaps on specific areas and habitats of

interest across jurisdictions and identify the relative importance of these habitats at the
different stages of migration of highly mobile marine species. www.marine.ie

3. Queens University Belfast
Queen's University Belfast is one of the leading universities in the UK and Ireland and is and
a member of the Russell Group of UK research intensive universities. The main role of
Queen’s University Belfast in SeaMonitor will be to lead in the fieldwork and research of
basking shark and skate in the seas off Ireland, Western Scotland and Northern Ireland.
www.qub.ac.uk
4. Agri-Food and Biosciences Institute (AFBI)
AFBI carries out high technology R&D, statutory, analytical & diagnostic testing and
consultancy work for government and commercial companies globally. Fisheries and Aquatic
Ecosystems Branch provides research, monitoring and technology transfer in support of
evidence-based sustainable management of freshwater fisheries and marine resources in
Northern Ireland. AFBI is a Non-Departmental Public Body sponsored by the Department of
Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs. AFBI’s main role in SeaMonitor will be to lead on
the salmon fieldwork and research in the River Bush area of Northern Ireland.
www.afbni.gov.uk
5. University of Glasgow
Founded in 1451, the University of Glasgow is the fourth oldest university in the Englishspeaking world and is a member of the prestigious Russell Group of leading UK research
universities. As the SeaMonitor’s only Scottish partner, the University’s role in SeaMonitor is
to provide a lead role in the salmon research elements in the River Clyde area of Western
Scotland. www.gla.ac.uk
6. University College Cork
University College Cork is a constituent university of the National University of Ireland and is
located in the city of Cork. UCC’s main role in SeaMonitor is to provide a lead role in the seal
fieldwork and research elements. www.ucc.ie
7. Galway-Mayo Institute of Technology
Founded in 1972 as the Regional Technical College in Galway, the Institute has expanded to
five locations in the west of Ireland. The Marine and Freshwater Research Centre (MFRC) at

the Institute is a dynamic group working to enhance the management of marine and
freshwater ecosystems worldwide. As part of the SeaMonitor project the Institute will carry
out acoustic monitoring for cetaceans www.gmit.ie
8. Ocean Tracking Network – Dalhousie University
OTN’s mission is to inform the sustainable management and stewardship of aquatic animals
by providing knowledge on their movements, habitats and survival in the face of changing
global environments. As part of the SeaMonitor Project the OTN are providing invaluable
technical advice, equipment and support in setting up and testing the array.
www.oceantrackingnetwork.org
9. University of California Davis
UC Davis is a public institution, land-grant university and pioneer in interdisciplinary problemsolving. Its four colleges, five professional schools, more than 100 academic majors and 86
graduate programs make it the most comprehensive of all the University of California
campuses. UC Davis is providing invaluable technical advice, equipment and research
assistance in setting up and testing the array. www.ucdavis.edu

For more information on the SeaMonitor project please visit www.loughsagency.org/seamonitor

All media enquiries to Loughs Agency +44 (0) 28 7134 2100.

Match-funding for the project has been provided by the Department of Agriculture,
Environment and Rural Affairs (DAERA) in Northern Ireland, the Department of Housing,
Planning, Community and Local Government in Ireland.
Special EU Programmes Body (SEUPB)
The SEUPB is a North/South Implementation Body sponsored by the Department of Finance
in Northern Ireland and the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform in Ireland. It is
responsible for manage two EU Structural Funds Programmes, PEACE IV and INTERREG
VA which are designed to enhance cross-border co-operation, promote reconciliation and
create a more peaceful and prosperous society.

The Programmes operate within a clearly defined area including Northern Ireland, the Border
Region of Ireland and in the case of INTERREG VA, Western Scotland.
The INTERREG VA Programme has a value of €283 million and aims to address he
economic and social problems which result from the existence of borders. For more
information on the SEUPB, please visit www.seupb.eu

